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Happy Holidays everyone!
It’s the festive time of year.
As the year draws to a
close, I would like to thank
all the members that have
helped make 2009 a
success. Whether your
part was showing up to an event and
enjoying yourself, or whether you did the
leg work organizing and coordinating the
events. I thank all of you for a wonderful
2009.
This year was the year of the letter C. Yes,
we’re about Cars; but 2009, was filled with
Challenges and Change for our club.
We’ve built a new relationship with the
Winnipeg Sports Car Club that brought
auto slalom events to our club that haven’t
been possible before. We’ve made steps
toward improving the functionality of our
website, and we’ve seen challenges
brought forward by difficult situations. We
need to remember that this club is about
Camaraderie, a sense of Community,
Communication, and most importantly
being in this club should be fun! It is the
goal of this club to make sure each of you
can get the most out of this club in order for
you to enjoy what our club is about.
Our next event is probably the most talked
about event of the year. The Annual
Holiday Dinner. Each member should
have received an invitation in the mail. If
you have not sent your RSVP, please do so
no later than December 5, 2009. This
event will be our official 10th anniversary
party as well. So please do join us.
If I don’t see you in person, I would like to
wish you a very happy holiday season, and
all the best in the coming year!
Tobias Theobald

Hello! I have been asked to introduce myself to you as well as share my
plans for next race season and how they involve Porsche.
I grew up on a farm just south of Winnipeg, Manitoba, and have completed
my Bachelor of Commerce (Honours) degree from the University of
Manitoba. But several years ago, at the same time I started with university,
a passion for racing entered my life.
After having success racing karts and then testing for a few professional
teams I learnt that racing is a business first and foremost and that without a
large amount of money behind you, your racing career goes nowhere.
Then in 2008 and 2009 I
was selected by
Volkswagen as one of the
best young race car drivers
in North America and invited
to race in the newly created
Jetta TDI Cup.
Both
s e a s o n s , Vo l k s w a g e n
selected me to attend
additional events in
Germany as a reward for
being the best driver at
promoting Volkswagen, and
all of my own partners,
through the media (created over $200,000 worth of exposure). I was also
fortunate enough to be the only driver to have completed every lap of every
race throughout the history of the Jetta TDI Cup.
This next season, I am hoping to race the brand new 2010 Porsche GT3
Cup car in the Patron GT3 Challenge and perhaps do a few events in the
American Le Mans Series. This will put us in the position to compete in
major events, like the 24 Hours of Le Mans, within the very near future.
If you have any interest in being a part of what I am doing, please let me
know as I could certainly use your help. There are several angles that I
need help with including having someone purchase/own the new Porsche
as well.
If you're interested or have any questions, just get in touch with me at
david@richertracing.com or 204-371-8700. Feel free to check out my
website at www.richertracing.com
David Richert

December! Where did summer go?
Where did 2009 go! It seems like only
yesterday everyone was so
concerned about Y2K. I can’t believe
that was 10 years ago. The old adage
is true...the older you get, the faster
time seems to fly by.
And speaking about fast... the
Panamera arrived in Winnipeg this
past fall. I went to
AutoHaus to see it on
display. To be honest,
I wasn’t overly
impressed by the
photographs I had
seen in newspapers
and magazines. I’m
so glad that I took the time to see it in
person. It is an awesome looking
vehicle. The interior and exterior are
stunning. Porsche really hit the nail
on the head with this new design. You
can read about it on page 4 of this
newsletter, thanks to Brian Hanson
who wrote and submitted the article.
Thanks also to Mark and Briget
Sawatsky who regularly submit
articles. It makes my job a whole lot
easier.
This issue’s Spotlight article was
submitted by Ben Rusch with details
about his Porsche Boxster. A very
entertaining read. Thanks, Ben.
If anyone is interested in having
their Porsche featured in the next
issue of Red River Ramblings
(February 2010), please email the
article with a few photos to me at
newsletter@redriverpca.org. Don’t
be shy! Any and all ages, models and
conditions apply. Do you own a fixerupper? Tell us why you bought it and
what your plans are and how far
you've progressed on your project.
Every Porsche and Porsche owner
has a story all their own. And every
member would like to hear it.
Best wishes for a happy and safe
holiday season.
Ray L’Arrivée
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In part 1 I had just installed the new M030 Sport suspension on our
2004 Boxster and was a few weeks away from the 2009 SCCA Solo
Nationals. You can read about our Nationals experience in another
newsletter article but for this one I'll concentrate on the suspension.

market, so I trusted them. The price of $600.00 seemed pretty
reasonable because just the drop links were worth $275.00, so I
bought them. Unfortunately, when the package arrived I opened it
up to discover that this fancy 5 way adjustable bar had a Porsche
part number on it and was actually a GT3 piece. I decided to install
it anyways.

If you poke around on Porsche forums the general feeling is that
the Boxsters lack of a limited slip differential is a real problem.
When accelerating around tight turns, the Boxster will spin its inside
rear tire. The only time we had experienced this was on the pivot
turns at St.Andrews airport but
we knew there would be no
pivot cones in Lincoln so we
didn't worry about it. That was a
mistake.

We had two more local events with the Winnipeg Sports Car Club
and I was anxious to see if the new bar worked as promised. I had it
installed on the second softest
position and we were
competing at St.Andrews with 2
pivot cones, the perfect test.
Basically, the car felt invincible.
I attacked the slaloms with
reckless abandon and whipped
around the pivot cones like
never before, finishing the
event 1.1 seconds ahead of my
nearest competitor and locking
up 2nd place in the
Championship. I couldn't have
been happier.

When I drove the first course
at Nationals, I experienced a lot
of wheel spin because the
concrete surface has more grip
than the asphalt we run on
here. What would happen is
that the extra grip would cause
the car to lean over more and
take weight off the inside tires,
allowing wheelspin. All I could
do when the wheel started
spinning is unwind the steering
wheel a little and hope the tire
grabbed. On day two, we
changed our tire pressures and
had more in the front tires than
the rear tires. This is the
opposite of what most people
run on Boxsters but what it did
was soften the rear of the car
and stiffen the front, allowing
the rear to grip better. The
strategy worked, we were all
much quicker on day two.

Next year we would be
running in the street tire class
and we wanted to see how the
car handled when not on race
tires. For the fun runs we
installed our street tires and
decided to see how the car
would feel. Briget thought the
car was awesome and she set a
time as quick as what she had
run on race tires, but I thought
the car had horrible understeer.
Briget figured out how to brake
later and get the most out of the
car but I wrestled with it
everywhere. For the next event
we decided to run street tires
and I changed the sway bar to
its softest setting. It didn't go
very well as the car plowed in
every turn but our laptimes
weren't bad.

On the trip home I tried to
figure out what to do about the
problem. In stock class there is
a limit on the modifications
allowed and the easy solution
of installing a limited slip
differential is strictly forbidden.
All I was allowed to do is install
a stiffer front sway bar, which works by keeping the rear tires
planted. The problem with the sway bar is that ideally I would want
an adjustable sway bar so I could change the set up for asphalt or
concrete. At the time, the only adjustable front sway bar for the
Boxster was the Porsche GT3 sway bar but this 5 position bar was
so thick that Boxster S owners were using only the 3 softest settings.
Ours being a non S I felt that we would only use the 2 softest settings
and I didn't want to spend a bunch of money for just 2 settings.

Analyzing the data after the
event, it looks like our front tires were the problem. They were
235mm wide and almost 3 years old, where the rear tires were
265mm wide and the newest generation of super grippy
Bridgestone street tires. Compared to our race tire set up with
272mm front and 285mm rear, the front to rear tread width ratio on
streets was all wrong, and made worse by the different tire models.
We ordered a set of 255mm wide Bridgestones for the front but will
have to wait until next year to test them. I expect next year to be a
fantastic season of racing and look forward to the Porsche Club
events at Springs Church. I will be organizing the Springs events
using WSCC timing equipment so we will be having better quality
courses than we have had in the past.

Shortly after getting home, I saw an auction on E-Bay for a Tarret
Engineering 5 way adjustable front sway bar and drop links for a
Boxster. It was being sold by a Tarret Engineering authorized
distributor and Tarret makes the drop links that are the best on the

Mark Sawatsky
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Well, as a Scotsman might say, the new
Panamera is “oot an' aboot”. After having
seen several specimens up close, my
thoughts on the new Porsche model are as
follow:

1.
it's a surprisingly big automobile and
while the Panamera is undoubtedly a fast and competent machine in the grand manner, it is much too large to
be the “4-seat sports car” of advertising stuff.
2.

darker rather than lighter paint colours are more flattering.

3.

while the Panamera looks better in person than it does in pictures, the styling is a curious amalgam of
shapes. What keeps the car from being a styling home run is the rear end, of course. Current BMW 5, 6, and 7
series cars are saddled with the “Bangle Butt”; the Panamera has what I will call the “Mauer m(Ass)” you may
prefer the “Piech Posterior” but regardless of what
nickname we give to the haunches, the car has a tailheavy look about it. (Interestingly, the rounded rear
reminds me of 1948 Dodge and 1952 Hudson Hornet
sedans, or even 1967 AMC Marlins.) Perhaps the
ample shape provides for a modicum of additional
headroom and some more luggage capacity than
does a “notched” outline; however, the “end result”,
pun intended, is destined to be controversial.

4.

the interior is luxo-lovely and befitting a car in
the Panamera's price bracket. (It is worth noting that
some other cars, such as the Passat CC, the Buick
LaCrosse, and the Hyundai Genesis sedan now offer
interiors almost as plush yet at list prices one-half or
less than that of the Panamera. But, understandably,
the Panamera is about more than just upscale
interiors.)
4

5.

the dash and gauges are nicely laid out but
the centre console is ergonomically poor, with far
too many, and rather tiny, switches. How a driver is
to safely operate a moving vehicle yet try to locate
the correct control switch without taking eyes off the
road (and without a schematic diagram, I might
add, for such a busy layout) is the big question.
the exhaust note is “wussy”, but that is a
6.
comment equally applicable to all box-stock
German cars, it seems. I expect that Euro drivepast noise standards are a factor, along with
manufacturers not wanting to attract attention to
things like petrol consumption. And maybe current
buyers are well past, or never had, “hot rod” days
and so tailpipe music is moot. Call me oldfashioned, but if I'm paying for 400 or 500
thoroughbred Lipizzaner horses under the hood, I
want to hear the heavy cavalry in full charge when I
step on the throttle.

The rear-wheel drive Panamera S can sprint from zero to 60 mph
in 5.2 seconds on its way to a top speed of 175 mph. The
Panamera 4S can hit 60 in 4.8 seconds and achieves the same
top speed. The all-wheel drive Panamera Turbo sets a zero to 60
time of 4 seconds flat and a top track speed of 188 mph.

Naturally, you'll have to draw your own conclusions on
the Panamera. While styling may be open to differences
of opinion, there is no doubt about it being a “tour-er de
force”. I'm certain we can all agree with a comment I
overhead from one observer of the new model ---“that's
certainly not your grandfather's car”. No, indeed!
Written by Brian Hanson, Red River Region member
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Autocross, or Solo competition is a popular form of motorsports
where one car at a time attempts to negotiate a course which has
been defined with traffic cones. On any weekend across the US
and Canada, thousands of people are dodging pylons in a wide
range of cars. For one week every year, the Sports Car Club of
America puts on the Solo Nationals and over 1100 competitors in
a variety of classes attempt to beat the best of the best. The way
competition is run, there are two different courses and each
drivers gets 3 chances to drive each course. The best run from
each course is added together and lowest combined time wins.
After a very successful trip to the Sports Car Club of America
Solo Nationals in 2008, we were excited to do the trip again in
2009. There were some differences, last year we competed on
asphalt in Topeka, KS but this year we would be on concrete in
Lincoln, NE. Corey Dyck and Jeff Janzen decided to team up in
Corey's well prepared Honda S2000, and Art Schroeder and I
co-drove my Boxster with all of us running in the large and very
competitive A Stock class. Marion Schroeder and my wife, Briget
co-drove the Boxster in A Stock Ladies class. Jeremy Choy
came down with his 3 series BMW and competed in DSP.
Leading up to the competition this year, Corey and Jeff
concentrated on dialing in the Penske adjustable shocks
on the S2000 and fiddling with sway bar settings. This
proved to be a highly complicated and difficult process for
them with each 2 steps forward resulting in a step (or two)
back. We have no adjustability in our suspension so we
purchased a data acquisition system and worked on
adjusting the drivers. This also proved to be a complicated
and difficult process because our data system was new to
the market and though impressive, it had its share of bugs.
I spent more time trying to get the data system working
than on analyzing the data.
Despite our data problems, I felt we were more than
prepared for Nationals. Even though we had never
competed on concrete-how different could it be? Briget
and I drove down five days early so we could do our final
adjustments on the test-n-tune course, which for the first
time was available all week.
The new site in Lincoln is a former air force base where
thousands of bombers were once parked, and its size was
beyond belief. Three million square feet of smooth
concrete for us to play on. In the past, Nationals courses
took around 40 seconds to finish in an AS car, but all the
extra space resulted in 60 second courses this year. We

had read about the size of the place on the forums and prepared
for it by building a mini bike with an oversized kart engine and a
side car so both of us could get around and haul our stuff. The
only thing that exceeded the usefulness of the pit bike was its
popularity with fellow competitors. We were constantly
approached by people with questions or with cameras and I'm
fairly sure it will appear in a magazine or two.
We mounted our practice race tires and lined up for the testn-tune course, along with a swarm of S2000s, Corvettes, Lotus
Exiges, Elises, 7s and even a Ferrari F430 Scuderia. At first we
were giddy about seeing a Ferrari racing around the course but
after seeing it do what seemed like hundreds of runs with
several different drivers, it got a little dull. All runs on the course
were timed and after looking at our results, we realized Briget
and I were matching or beating times set by our competitors on
the test-n-tune course. Briget's times seemed particularly
worrisome to the ASL competitors present while she was on
course.
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We also signed up for the Evolution Performance Driving
School test-n-tune each day which allowed us to have an
instructor ride along on runs to evaluate our driving. Each day
started with waking up around 6:00 am, travelling to the site and
walking the courses several times before competition started at
8:00. Jeremy ran on both courses before we did so we were able
to review his data and videos before we ran them ourselves. We
were doing everything possible to
prepare ourselves. However, we were
not prepared for our poor performance
on day 1 of competition.
The day started out perfectly. I had
a great nights sleep and felt ready to
take on my competitors. I had the least
powerful and slowest accelerating car
in the class but felt I could overcome it's
deficiencies with preparation and good
driving. The West course consisted of
several hard acceleration zones and I
felt it was less favorable for our car than
the East course, which had several big
sweepers. I was the last car to run in
our class so I had a chance to see what
kind of times others were posting. I
went out on my first run and other than
going wide on one turn and taking out a
couple of cones, I thought it went well.
The clock had other ideas; my time of
62.131 was 4 seconds slower than the
quickest time of the class set by a
Corvette. I managed to knock two
seconds off my time but the
competition did as well so at the end of
the first day I sat in the 37th spot out of
57 competitors. It didn't go much better
for the rest of the Winnipeg gang,
either. Jeff was 15th, Corey was in 42nd
and Art in 47th. Jeremy had finished his
two days of competition before us and
landed up in 23rd out of 31 drivers in
DSP. Briget and Marion were in 3rd and
8th out of 8 drivers in AS Ladies class.
Our paddock area was not the
happiest of places that evening. We
were all a little stunned at our results
because I think all of us expected to
have done better. We speculated as to
why we had done poorly but there were
no real answers. Something we all
struggled with was rubber build up on
our tires. We would get back from a run
and would have large amounts of other
peoples rubber (OPR) covering our
tires. Many drivers got slower and
slower on their runs because of this
rubber build up. Art and I tried scraping it off but there just wasn't
enough time to do that and get the tires cooled off for the next
run. I spent the evening licking my wounds and looking over our
data to figure out where we had gone wrong. It looked like what I
was expecting, there were some slow sections with hard
acceleration zones following and we just weren't getting up to
speed quick enough.
Day two started out as usual, a 5:45 wake up and driving to
the site for a couple of course walks before competition started. I

managed to shake off the results of the previous day and
because I had nowhere to go but up, I was looking forward to
driving again. Briget and I felt that since we didn't have much of a
chance at winning anything, we may as well have fun with it. I
removed the mufflers and tailpipes on the Boxster in an attempt
to gain some power and we tried some different tire pressures.
Art and Marion felt the Boxster was tailhappy so we decided to
try running a lower rear tire pressure
than front, a highly unusual set up for a
mid-engine car. Again, I was the last car
to run and as soon as I saw a 60.640 on
the time slip, I knew today would be
much better than yesterday. This time I
was only 1 second behind the quickest
driver, and knew I could go quicker still.
Art and I had tried different ways to
launch the car and looking at the data
between runs, Art's way worked better.
I went even quicker on my following
runs and it looked like Art, Jeff and
Corey were all having a better day 2 as
well. In the end, Jeff finished in the
trophies in 10th, Corey in 32nd, Art in 44th
and I moved up to 29th. Of course these
are not the results I was hoping for but I
did plan on putting a lot of S2000s
behind me and I managed to beat 20 of
them.
Celebrations were short because
we had to get things ready for Marion
and Briget then go to our work stations.
After standing out in the sun for a few
hours it was time for the ladies to run.
Marion was out first and when she
returned from her run, Art and I
feverishly scraped OPR off the tires
and sprayed them with ice water to cool
them off. Little piles of rubber were
building up around the Boxster and we
could form softball sized lumps from
them. Briget went out and set a time
that would prove to be the second
quickest time of all the ladies, by only
tenths of a second. I was standing with
the other husbands and there were
some expletives spoken when the
timer flashed 62.762. Marion was
chopping huge amounts of time off her
runs as she got comfortable with the
Boxster but overcoming a poor day 1
proved to be difficult. For Briget's final
run we scraped off as much rubber as
possible and sprayed the tires
continuously but when the grid marshal
came over and told her to go line up,
her front tires were still 15 degrees too hot. This proved to be her
undoing, with the car pushing wide in turns as the overheating
front tires lost grip. Marion finished in 8th and Briget got the last
trophy spot in 3rd place, also winning a Hoosier race tire.
Briget and I had a lot of fun and we look forward to going
again next year, maybe in the Boxster or maybe in something
else. And hopefully by then we will figure out a better way to
scrape rubber off of tires.
Mark Sawatsky
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Member’s Spotlight is a new newsletter column submitted by a
Red River Region member featuring their Porsche.
If you wish to have your car featured, please submit article and
pictures to the newsletter Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org.
Articles may be edited for space.
Due date: January 25th.
blocks to catch up to my future Speed Yellow
986S, we found a back lane to meet. I'd never
met in a back lane before to conduct business,
but if this was a harbinger of the future, the back
lane would evermore be a good thing.
I'd learned from the seller that the car was on
warranty (and would continue to be on warranty
long after I purchased), and had an impeccable
service record from Pfaff Porsche. A Carfax
cross check validated the car's pedigree. Now I
had to make a decision.
My wife found me back at the hotel room that day
labouring over the decision to buy or not. I had
cold feet and I was brooding. I simply couldn't
bring myself to buy the perfect car, even after
having come this far. My wife, bless her soul and
perhaps her momentary lapse of reason, offered a gentle nudge. "Are
you nuts? Buy your dream car already!"

Around 35 years ago, I believe, is when I got my first Porsche. It was a
burgundy coloured 911. It was made in China or Taiwan, and easily fit in
my pocket. It quickly became my favourite toy because of its unique
shape, and it rolled on the floor with speed and agility. I had caught the
Porsche obsession.

With my newfound courage and resolve that it was indeed okay ( 'cause
my wife said so), I picked up the phone to seal the deal.

As an adult, I got my first Porsche when I turned 40. It was a 2004 Speed
Yellow Boxster S. Unlike my first Porsche, this Porsche was made in
Finland and while it gave me goosebumps, it did not have the portability
of my earlier toy car. This one I could drive. And what a drive!

The logistics for getting the car, erm, MY PORSCHE, home were fairly
simple. It was to be loaded on a train from Richmond Hill to my back
lane in Winnipeg. Back lanes, though much maligned by many, are now
a happy place for me, except perhaps on garbage day. The delivery
was flawless, and my Porsche accrued no mileage from the trip and
was spared the perils of driving through the wildlife in the Canadian
Shield.

I began researching Porsche when it became apparent that we had the
means to acquire an impractical fun car. Impractical especially for me, a
drummer, considering the 986's inherent lack of cargo space. No
matter, that is what friends, beer, and pizza, are for.

Since the day my Porsche arrived, it has been a source of great joy; to
drive, to wash, to polish, to look at. Finally, I own a piece of a
magnificent and inspiring racing heritage, and a genuine design
masterpiece. I have never driven to the store for milk so often, spent
two hours cruising, and then actually forgot to buy the milk so I get sent
out again.

The search began in earnest online, through the various pre-owned
auto stores and private adverts all over Canada. I was determined to
buy the best I could afford, and when I found something just over my
budget, my wife suggested to go ahead and consider it anyway.
Perhaps, with that logic, I should have whined a bit more to get a 997 4S,
but I wanted a car, not a "dog house".

My 986S and I have taken several short trips here and there, but never
the adventure of a long road trip. I think that day will come next summer
- maybe a roadtrip to Yellowstone Park. However, there seems to be no
lack of adventure with the car, even locally. One day I received an email
from fellow PCA member Ray Larrivee, who suggested to whoever was
interested, driving down to Carmen to see a car show. When we
arrived, the three of us with our Porsches were quickly inducted into the
show. I am fairly sure that would not have happened to me if I was still
driving my 1986 Pontiac Acadian. However, the Acadian could
accommodate most of my drum kit....

I located my dream car in Toronto. A young Porsche enthusiast needed
to sell his Boxster S because of his recent divorce (perhaps because he
was arguing for a 997 4S trade up with his wife and didn't know when to
quit!). The pictures online were spectacular. It was a very low mileage
2004 model with the new glass rear window, and with all those minor
986 design bugs worked out. It was the perfect 986S. And it was a
private sale - no GST!
I arranged to meet the vendor at Skydome. This venue was convenient
for me, since my wife and I were staying at a downtown hotel; she, for a
conference, me, apparently to shop for records and a car. Regrettably, a
baseball game had just ended at Skydome when we agreed to meet,
and the entire area became something akin to rush hour in downtown
Cairo, but for the lack of pickup trucks loaded with watermelons or
camels.

Somehow my Boxster does catch the eye. During an Autohaus 'meet
your mechanic' kind of clinic, the Winnipeg Free Press's "Willy's
Garage" article featured my car. It was pretty cool to see my Boxster get
such attention.
The 986S is a head turner, like so many of the Porsche models
throughout the years.
Perhaps more than any other model, the
Boxster encapsulates the essence of
Porsche, echoing back to the very first car,
the Type 1: a mid-engined roadster. You'll
know enthusiasts when you drive past and,
staring at your car, they almost walk into a
lamp post. Or the kids yelling
enthusiastically, "Porsh! It's a Porsh!", or
just "Nice Car!" Their excitement is
genuine. I was one of those kids once. I
still am.

After spotting the car on Bremner Boulvard, the esplanade that passes
in front of the CN Tower and Skydome, and literally
running for several

Ben Rusch
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Two years ago Briget's
sister moved to Las Vegas
and we kept promising to visit
but things always got in the
way of Sin City. This all
changed when a deal came
up for airfare and hotel for 4
days and 3 nights that we
couldn't pass up, the only
problem was that we had to
leave in just a few days. On
one of the motorsports
forums, somebody had made
a post saying that Michael
Schumacher, 7 time F1
champion, would be racing in
the SKUSA Supernationals
in Vegas on the same
weekend we would be there.
Briget immediately put a call
in to her sister to try and get
us some passes so we could
go watch one of the greatest
drivers of all time racing
around a kart track. Two
other former or current F1
drivers would also be
competing, Sebastian Buemi
and Nelson Piquet Jr.

the race karts. Every nut, bolt and part
was spotless and perfect. The
announcer came over the public
address system and said that they
would be enforcing a 20 foot buffer
around Michael and anybody bothering
him would be removed from the event.
This came as a blow to my plans on
meeting him but I understood that he
was there to compete and it's hard to
concentrate on your racing when
everybody is hounding you. Briget and
I went for lunch and after we had eaten,
she went to the casino and I went back
to the track.
Up until then I had not tested the
limits of my “all access pass” but when I
looked over at the pits and grid area
where only drivers and their mechanics
were, I noticed that the mechanics had
the same yellow wristband I had. There
was one noticeable difference between the mechanics and me, they were
all wearing outfits with the various kart team logos all over them and I was
dressed like a tourist. Schumacher and his mechanic were wearing gear in
the Tony Kart colors of bright green and white so I figured that if I'm going to
go where the mechanics go, I better look the part. I went to the Tony Kart
trailer and bought a really nice golf shirt in the team colors and embroidered
with the team logo. Now that I looked like Michael Schumachers mechanic,
I walked right past the rather large security guys and down to where Michael
was gridded and getting ready for a race. I took video of everybody in grid,
including Buemi and Piquet and was so close I touched their karts and
rubbed shoulders with them. As a matter of fact, I was standing with Nelson
Piquet Jr for a little while and finally thought “what the hell” and asked him
for his autograph. He was very nice (unlike Buemi) and signed my poster
then we continued to stand around while he waited to be weighed.

We arrived in Vegas on
Thursday afternoon and took
a cab to the Wynn Hotel
where Briget's sister, Mishel
works. She had already paid
for our passes and gave us
instructions how and where to pick them up. She told us that Briget had a 2
day pass and I had a 3 day pass and that when they asked who my driver
was, she said “Schumacher”. We went to the SKUSA registration table and
they asked who my driver was, I said “Michael Schumacher” and they went
through their list, found my name and gave me a yellow plastic wristband.
Then they found Brigit's name and gave her an orange paper wristband. We
inquired about what the colors meant and the lady told us that mine was a
mechanics pass and was all-access and Briget's allowed her to go only in
spectator areas. Briget asked if she could upgrade wristbands and the lady
said “no, each driver is allowed only two mechanics in the pits”. We went
away thinking that somehow Mishel had registered me
as Michael Schumacher's mechanic but that would
have been too good to be true. We watched Michael
practice on the track and when it was over, we walked
over to the paddock area to look at the vendors.

I was standing beside Schumacher and had every opportunity to ask for
an autograph but I felt that if he wanted to concentrate on his racing without
being hassled by fans, I was going to respect his wishes. He went out for a
15 minute race and I stood with his mechanic by the track and took some
video and pictures of the karts racing. I talked briefly with his mechanic and
wished them luck and he was very nice. In the end I never met Michael
Schumacher and maybe I'll always regret that but at one point he did look
right at me in my Tony Kart outfit and flashed a big smile so maybe I actually
did meet him in some small way.

Mark Sawatsky

There were tents set up for indoor kart tracks, kart
parts, Jim Russell racing school and various kart
manufacturers and we bought a poster and shirt as
souvenirs. While walking around, I looked up to see
Michael Schumacher 15 feet away and walking directly
towards me. My mind raced: do I have a pen? Do I have
something for him to sign? It was information overload
because I completely froze up and just watched him
walk by inches away from me. This was a very, very
frustrating moment for me. I couldn't believe that I had
this golden opportunity and I just blew it. My only
consolation is that Sebastian Buemi was walking by
and I did manage to meet him and get his autograph.
We went for lunch and planned on coming back the
next day for more racing and maybe try to get Schumi's
autograph.
The next day we went back and took a closer look at
the kart racing teams in the paddock and were very
impressed with the mechanical perfection of some of
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Those interested in coming must RSVP to me no later than
December 5, 2009. It will be a big crowd and with nearly 40
people last year, we expect another HUGE turn out!
Tobias Theobald

Red River Region PCA t-shirts are still
available. If you are interested in
purchasing one, or if you have purchased
one but haven't yet claimed it, please
contact our secretary, Briget Sawatsky, at:
brigetsawatsky@gmail.com.

1985944@mts.net

Pesonalized Name Tags, as shown above are
available for $10.00 each. They do not have
pins, but are the magnetic style so they don't
ruin your clothing. Please contact any of the
RRRPCA board members if you are interested
in purchasing one.
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MODELS FOR SALE (Christmas gift ideas)

Porsche Genuine Leather Steering Wheel Airbag. Black
with Gold Porsche crest. Nice piece!! $399. 1/4 the price of a
NEW one. Call Kevin @ 254-5178 or email:
porscheclub@mac.com

Radio Control Porsche Carrera GT. Gigantic 1:10 scale
model. Brand New in original box with all rechargeable batteries included. Working lights and authentic sounds.
Guards red with chrome-like one-piece wheels. No longer
available. New in box. $299. Call Kevin @ 254-5178.

Porsche Genuine Leather-Wrap Steering Wheel. Black.
New condition!! $299 Call Kevin @ 254-5178 or email:
porscheclub@mac.com

Porsche 959, 1:18 scale collectors model, metallic white
with burgundy interior and trademark 959 triple-stripe on
seats. Brand new in original box, discontinued years ago.
This is serial no. 0001 so it is ultra-rare. $250. Kevin. 2545178

Chrome Lug Nuts - 20 Vertex Auto chromeplated aluminum lug nuts in almost new condition. They have been installed once and torqued
twice by hand (no impact gun). $50. Joe at 7957551 or email at rsa@mts.net

Porsche Carrera GT, 1:18 scale collectors model in classic
guards red. Detailed see-through/lid-lift engine bay and independent suspension with yellow PCCB brakes. Brand new in
original box. $175. Kevin. 254-5178

1971 911T being parted out can be reached at mvagustaf5@msn.com for pics
and info.

FOR FREE

Porsche No. 1, the first model 356 produced in Gmund,
Austria in 1948. 1:18 scale die cast painted silver with red
seats. Very hard to come by model beautifully detailed right
down to the rims. A nice example of Porsche history for the
iconic collector. Brand new in original display box. $175. Call
Kevin @ 254-5178 or porscheclub@mac.com

Porsche Cayenne Spare Tire Fastener
(NEW)—OEM Part #: 955 362 533 10

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

Porsche 964, 993, 996T, GT3 Oil Seal
(NEW)—OEM Part #: 999 113 426 41

TO GIVE AWAY: nose, hood, and mirror(s) bra., good cond, black in color, came
off a 1984 911. Phone Ken@ 781-2784 or email lubinski@mts.net

New adjustable early 944 suspension, coilovers, Konis, used heavy swaybar,
new pads and dash cap $1200 OBO Mike 204-848-7582

Porsche 911 (1974-1989) Left Hand
Bumper Guard (NEW)—OEM Part #: 911
505 307 00

Porsche 1987-1990 928 rear bumper lettering. Each
large letter (P-O-R-S-C-H-E) fits into the embossed script
lettering in the bumper as if it were a factory original. This
ALL-WEATHER designer set comes in two different colors to match almost any color bumper. Silver or black.
Adds an OEM look you see in newer car models today.
Photos available upon request. $50.
porscheclub@mac.com. Kevin. 254-5178.

These parts are for car owners who have a Porsche this
will fit. Not for those who wish to resell them. Call Kevin@
254-5178 or email: porscheclub@mac.com

AUTOS FOR SALE
1987-928S4, 5.0/316hp, auto, fully loaded, all options function as intended.
192km. Sold new at Winnipeg Porsche dealership, 3 owners, always registered
in Sask.(never winter driven).
Original wheels with BFG Comp
T/A's in excellent cond plus '93 GTS
wheels with Toyo tires(17").
Excellent cond, fresh saftey.
$13,500. Ken Lubinski 781-2784 or
lubinski@mts.net

Porsche Tequipment TrafficPro satellite navigation
system for the 993, 996 and 986 Boxster (1995-2002).
Brand new item in the box with navigation CD's and GPS
antenna. This is a plug and play with removal of factory
radio unit and use of all existing connectors. Route guidance information is delivered visually on the dotmatrix
display as well as in the form of voice output via the standard audio speakers. This unit triples as a
radio/CD/Navigation system. Long since discontinued,
dealer list was: $1,421.33 USD. Porsche part #: 000-044-900-78. Now only $599
which is competitive with high end aftermarket units which stick to the windshield. This one fits where it belongs and is OEM. Note: can be used with any
Porsche model with some modifications. Call Kevin @ 254-5178 or email:
porscheclub@mac.com

FOR SALE 1985 guards red
Porsche 911 Carrera cabriolet. The vehicle has just turned over 50,000 original miles. Many upgrades including steering wheel with Porsche decorated horn
button. After market custom leather front seats with red leather inserts. Two
month old Goodyear Eagle GT F1 (highest performance tire Goodyear makes)
all 4 tires. 2000 Porsche Carrera factory rims. Aftermarket Porsche wailtail for
high performance “look”. Aftermarket pioneer sound system with CD player and
removable face plate. Newer
manual top with 2 separate covers. Optional exact replica of
this Porsche in smaller go cart
with a 6 hp Honda engine.
Perfect for kids, or to enter
show and shines. Manitoba
safety expired, will safety again.
Priced for quick sale at only
$19,900 O.B.O. Call Mario @
336-2746

European Leather Cream. As a show car competitor people often ask me what
products I use to make old cars look like new.
Recently, I was able to secure one of those product
lines I use direct from the supplier and pass along
wholesale savings to club members. European
leather cream direct from Italy for your cars interior.
Three jars. One to clean, shine and protect against
environmental elements; one as a conditioner and softener, and one as a color restorer. Urad (the world's
number one selling leather care product of its kind) is
used on the type of quality hides you'll find in your Porsche, no matter how old
they are. It can also be used on your leather furniture, jackets, purses, and boots
and shoes. It even brings back old parched vinyl from the dead. $60 for all three
which includes the tax. Call Kevin @ 254-5178 or email
porscheclub@mac.com.

For Sale: 2006 911 (997) Carrera Cabriolet, Seal Grey Metallic/Grey Interior,
23,000 Km (Highway), $70,000 CAD. This is a Porsche certified car (Warranty
runs until 2012). Call 204-261-7947 (Winnipeg, MB). Options include: 19”
Carrera S wheels, BOSE Sound Package,
Bi-Xenon Lighting System, Heated Seats,
Power Seat Package, Three-spoke Steering
Wheel in leather, Porsche Active
Suspension Management (PASM) If you are
interested in this car, please contact Harvey:
kesel@cc.umanitoba.ca or 204-261-7947.

Porsche Silver and Gold Crests. Brand new. For use on
steering wheel, dash, door sill, side fender, center cap on wheel
. 1/3rd the cost of new from Porsche. $30 each. Contact Kevin
@ 254-5178 or email: porscheclub@mac.com

To advertise here contact newsletter@redriverpca.org
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President
Tobias Theobald
1985944@mts.net
MEETINGS AND
ORGANIZATION OF THE CLUB
RSVP Tobias Theobald at 1985944@mts.net
SEE THE PCA WEBSITE FOR EVENTS FURTHER AFIELD
CONTACT INFORMATION ON ANY OUT OF TOWN PCA EVENT
www.pca.org
As you plan a vacation or a business trip, look for a local PCA event
there before you leave.

IT IS ALL THE SAME CLUB; FEEL FREE TO SAY HI & JOIN IN
For questions about any event in this calendar, please email
events@redriverpca.org

Vice-President/Librarian
Lloyd Richardson
LRichardson@towereng.ca

Treasurer
Leo Rietze
rietze@mts.net

Secretary
Briget Sawatsky
brigetsawatsky@gmail.com

Past President
Membership
Malcolm Hinds
(204) 488-9622
membership@redriverpca.org
MEMBERSHIP ISSUES

It's all about chemistry: the new Porsche Direct Fuel Injection (DFI)
injects fuel into the combustion chamber with pinpoint precision. This
controlled combustion generates more power and higher torque, while
simultaneously reducing fuel consumption. The first rule of any
relationship: never settle. Get acquainted with your Porsche today.

MAAC Representative
(Manitoba Association of
Auto Clubs)
Kevin Dill
krd@mac.com
EVENTS OF OTHER
CAR CLUBS
Webmaster
Mike Shaver
webmaster@redriverpca.org
WEBSITE ISSUES

Doug Pierce (Kansas), 913-897-5444,
zone10rep@yahoo.com
If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Ray L’Arrivee, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

